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Modern robotic technologies have enabled robots to operate in a variety of unstructured
and dynamically-changing environments, in addition to traditional structured environments.
Robots have, thus, become an important element in our everyday lives. One key approach to
develop such intelligent and autonomous robots is to draw inspiration from biological
systems. Biological structure, mechanisms, and underlying principles have the potential to
provide new ideas to support the improvement of conventional robotic designs and control.
Such biological principles usually originate from animal or even plant models, for robots,
which can sense, think, walk, swim, crawl, jump or even fly. Thus, it is believed that these bio-
inspired methods are becoming increasingly important in the face of complex applications.
Bio-inspired robotics is leading to the study of innovative structures and computing with
sensory–motor coordination and learning to achieve intelligence, flexibility, stability, and
adaptation for emergent robotic applications, such as manipulation, learning, and control.

This Special Issue invites original papers of innovative ideas and concepts, new discoveries
and improvements, and novel applications and business models relevant to the selected
topics of ``Bio-Inspired Robotics''. Bio-Inspired Robotics is a broad topic and an ongoing
expanding field. This Special Issue collates 30 papers that address some of the important
challenges and opportunities in this broad and expanding field.
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MDPI Books offers quality open access book publishing to promote the exchange of ideas and
knowledge in a globalized world. MDPI Books encompasses all the benefits of open access – high
availability and visibility, as well as wide and rapid dissemination. With MDPI Books, you can
complement the digital version of your work with a high quality printed counterpart.

Open Access
Your scholarly work is accessible worldwide without any restrictions. All
authors retain the copyright for their work distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License.

Author Focus
Authors and editors profit from MDPI’s over two decades of experience in open
access publishing, our customized personal support throughout the entire
publication process, and competitive processing charges as well as unique
contributor discounts on book purchases.

High Quality & Rapid Publication
MDPI ensures a thorough review for all published items and provides a fast
publication procedure. State-of-the-art research and time-sensitive topics are
released with a minimum amount of delay.

High Visibility
Due to our global network and well-known channel partners, we ensure
maximum visibility and broad dissemination. Title information of books is sent
to international indexing databases and archives, such as the Directory of Open
Access Books (DOAB), and the Verzeichnis Lieferbarer Bücher (VLB).

Print on Demand and Multiple Formats
MDPI Books are available for purchase and to read online at any time. Our
print-on-demand service offers a sustainable, cost-effective and fast way to
publish MDPI Books printed versions.
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